
Yesterday it was nice to be in Myrthe's apartment also feeling that I will soon move here. I basically spent the morning updating my project and preparing for the presentation I later gave at a
small media department here in Utrecht. Before doing that however I went into a rather deep sleep and later was a bit sleepy but the nice weather out helped me. The two hours lecture was
actually very smooth in fact and I was able to answer all the questions of a small group of students and two professors. Having a beer later (non-alcoholic for me) was also nice seating out in the
sun and discussing about everything without the usual boundaries one feels with Swedish professors. In the evening I took care of little Myrthe who was still a bit sick and we went to bed rather
early after a small walk to a cheap supermarket.

It was sunny today to begin with and I managed quite some things before waking up Myrthe and instruct her to call a real estate agent to check a nice apartment for sale in Amsterdam. W then
spent the morning discussing possibilities and I went all the way to Amsterdam to check things out after stopping at Cathelijne small gallery where my show did not really bring any attention.
Once in Amsterdam I waited for Myrthe to arrive and we really liked the area where the apartment was. With a good mixture of nature and city life. The apartment itself was way too tiny though.
We thought of bidding but then decided to seek more something where we can have a baby and park our car to go to Italy.

Yesterday I again woke up looking for a place for Myrthe and I where to settle. I really did not want to end up in an apartment in the middle of no where and I actually found a little house
completely to be renovate by the city of Culemborg where we once biked. It is located in one of the spots I like of the Netherlands, by the water and with this I also started thinking again of my
show-room intervention, considering where I should position it. Myrthe liked the little house and later we went to attend my work at Cathljine's gallery we really almost no one coming over but a
few artists desperate to have a show there. One of them was a quite nice fellow doing demanding animation work. Towards the end of the afternoon I threw the idea of actually going to
Culemborg to check the neighborhood out and we rode the little train there. The little city was again quite nice as well as all the neighborhood by a nice canal. Perhaps what felt a bit weird for
both Myrthe and I was how empty everything was but again all the shops were closed when we got there. The house we looked for was needed a lot of renovation work which I liked. With this in
mind we went back to busy Utrecht and Myrtina made a nice asparagus dish for us.

Two days ago was sunny and we spent the day with Jason and his political art friend Adelita going first to a boring show in the old prisons and then for an ice-cream. As they left, the afternoon
was nice spending time on a dock fantasizing about our life together. Yesterday instead there was another day off and we kept fantasizing on our future together. I also went as far as looking into
possible places where to install my archive. All went smooth and I also meantime started prepared for a presentation. After stopping to eat some pancakes with Myrthe's friends, she got worried
about the house we were going to buy since her brother did not give her any good feedback. Her father instead started sending her links to places out in the country and there I started
daydreaming about making a time-capsule in the backyard. Myrthe seemed okay with it. As we got to Rotterdam we were still happy and the presentation went well among her aunt very talented
music students but on the way back Myrthe swapped mood and started telling me that I need to get a job and so forth on which I really turned off also knowing how hard is to work in a foreign
country and within culture. 

Today was a bit sad too wake up super early having not resolved things with Myrthe. It was really early also when I got to update my project and finally went back to bed with Myrthe when it
was tome to wake her up. We were quite good again in the morning and I even biked her to the academy although I felt really weird inside, not knowing how to go about with my project. I have
this strong feeling that I should really get to work, a feeling I had for the past five years since the actual idea was first conceived. The frustration of not neing able to get my hands to work has
been destructive, finding obstacles everywhere almost like a man unable to conduct his religion. Anyhow, once again in my life I had to remove all the expectations that arose in me while
searching a place where to live in the Netherlands with Myrthe. With all this in my mind and in my heart I ate a tuna salad with an old cucumber and took a nap before setting off to the airport.
There I did quite some work contacting a few people and eventually on the plane reflecting about my project through drawings, feeling again split about where to deposit me, my project.

I woke up too early today as too early the sun rise now here in the north face of the world. I anyway boiled some potatoes and went to school even though I forgot the keys in my other bag. After
some breakfast with the university milk and after updating my project I supervised all my students from morning to afternoon. They seemed to like me even more than the main communist
lecturer who they find really confusing. Anyhow, during lunch I went to the gym and briefly caught up with an English Italian guy before eating my potatoes on the university hill with some sun
burning my face. While supervising I also received news of the possibility to dig my archive in a landart place next to Calvene, where part of my ancestors come from. Beside I have been
sleeping all day and I am now heading home where poor Alberto is packing to move back to Sicily.

Today I planned to do my things but woke up way too early and started fantasizing about my ultimate project at the foot of my native mountains. I later wanted to get going but Alberto was still
very low in mood and I decided to help him to take him to the airport tonight in exchange for helping me throwing all the stuff I had accumulated to build the extra bathroom in my big room,
which I never ended up doing (anyway now I have settled my survival in another manner). I had to go to the university before lunch though and meet a Vietnamese student. Thereafter I came
back to start emptying all my cellars and had to also listen for hours to Alberto wining about breaking up with Kate. We did some good work though going twice to dump stuff with only one pit
stop at the fast food with our rented car. Back home I painted over my apartment... leaving my little temple to the puritans, even painting the interface I was painting over for days two years ago...
bringing the magic elsewhere.

Today I had very little sleep. Alberto was behaving very pathetically over Kate, filling up my head about his main passion in life, a woman. Likely I am more ratio driven and just drove him in
the middle of the night to the airport (this more out of ethical considerations) only to find that yesterday when he parked the rented car he scratched it and I to pay a lot of extra money upon
returning it. Luckily Alberto left a few bikes he has been working with in the cellar and I can now keep one and sell the others to make up for the damage. With so little sleep I had to be at the
university to listen to the students' presentation. A few of them came up to me to thank me for my inspiring teaching which was nice. They also asked me if I was going to stay longer to teach but
this is not the case as I am on my way out of Sweden. At lunch I also met with Fabrizio, the English Italian receptionist to chat a bit. Now I am on my way home to sleep.

Today I was again quite distressed by the weather and my situation awaiting to move out of the country but particularly not knowing what to do with my project... my religion at this point going
really beyond culture and dwelling within spirituality. I have this urge to deposit my work and thus I was really distressed today thinking that I might start a big project in Italy and will have to be
far from Myrthe. All my effort now is to avoid this feeling of split and try to have a one focus in life... given that I find the place to do so. Anyhow, with all this in mind I started to completely
remove the wall splitting my little apartment in two. It was a lot of unnecessary work perhaps since my idea of living in one room and renting the rest as a separate apartment did not got to work
but now I have anyway found a far better strategy. As I worked really hard and got the whole wall down, I went in the rain to rent a small van and drive all the wood to the damp. The rest of the
afternoon I spent cleaning up and again bringing a lot of trash out. Myrthe now tells me that I could build my Archive in our back garden and my bad feelings are coming to rest.

Yesterday the weather was again awful and cold with no summer shining over the Nordic peninsula. The apartment was nice though and I did a good job making it ready to be rented out for the
years to come. In the morning I also got contacted by an Italian family friend and I organized a restaurant for them in town. After giving the keys to my new Greek tenant, I went there myself to
get him and his friends around. They were three old couples and I took them for quite a walk in my secret paths and panoramic spots I accidentally discovered during the decade I have been
living in Stockholm with August on my side. We also had to stop a few time to give them a break and at last we went to a nice Swedish restaurant. Meantime I heard from Liselott that once again
I won't have August this weekend as they are going on his stepfather's yacht. On the way out of the restaurant I found a very nice racing bike without wheels and ditched so I took it. On the way
home however there were troubles with the commuter and I slept over at Jacek's place.

I woke up at Jacek's place today, almost slept on the floor but managed. I then wrapped my newly found bike with shopping bags and went back to my apartment. I was slow in getting any work
done and at last I packed a lot of food and sat off first to supervise a Japanese student and then to August. He was quite silent after his holiday in Turkey but we did have occasions to play
although I felt asleep and later I was fully concentrated in the construction of my ark which I think now I can certainly make it fit in a back garden if I need to. I did build one with August using
legos and later I had to revise a chapter for a book I was asked to write although really now I am all for the ark.

I woke up again too early today but did move on with my project as well as wrote a little text for Morris. I then took August to school that it was sunny and then, as I got home, the weather was
shit again. I anyway went for a walk in the woods and reached another station where I did some grocery and took the commuter back. Meantime I kept reflecting on how to realize my show-room
in Holland and I got a simple and clear idea which I don't want to sketch anymore as it otherwise just obsess me. After eating some rice and pees I slept and later started working on the San
Francisco show while also hearing from Myrthe her impressions about the house she went to visit with her father. It is actually in a very bad shape but I like that and the fact that, if worst comes
to worst, I can always fit my raft there.

A long inactive day started at three in the morning updating my project and then leaving August in bed to go to go to the university and train despite feeling very tired. I did sleep though on the
train to Malmo to have a meeting with both my supervisors. They were both nice to me and gave me concrete advices also being quite positive about my case study. After the meeting I went off
to walk around Malmo although it was not all that interesting and young people were rather aggressive, me a Roman being surrounded by both Arabs and Vikings. I eventually also slept on the
grass of a park and mate it on time for the train back but there were issues with the electricity and today in total I was over nine hours on a freaking short ride like that. I anyway did find some
nice old Italian movies to watch.

Today it was supposed to be an easy day but I really worked but butt off. I woke up, updated my project, did a laundry and started packing two bikes to follow Myrthe to the Netherlands by
plane. I also talked to Florian on the phone about his complicated loves stories giving wise advices mostly to make him reflect. I also chatted a lot with Myrthe and prepared myself for San
Francisco making everything falling into the right place.  

Today started in a rather bad manner. I mean I had a small discussion with Myrthe since she worried I was going to blame her in the long run for working too hard and this worry really blocked
me. At this point I spent the morning wondering what to do with my life and my project. Meantime I walked to the city center to get some straps for the bikes I have packed yesterday and ate
some lunch back home. After a short nap I was still with my head up in the air thinking what to do. I did rewrite part of my thesis but then it was so sunny out that I went off with Alberto's racing
bike to the beach. There I started prototyping my case-study for real and I soon realize that the concentrated hexagonal shape structure was too tight and the rectangular one too boring. As I was
about to leave I got suddenly the intuition I need to go for a rhomboidal structure and really work on a boat which is in line with the concept of tebah I have developed and will fit perfectly my
book and also literally. Now I will prepare to pick Myrthe arriving tonight at the airport.

Today I spent entirely with little Myrthe. I woke up earlier than her and updated my project to then go back to bed for hugging time. Later we ate pancakes and finally went for a bike ride with
Alberto's racing bikes. We got all the way to a natural reserve where we drank some newly pressed apple juice from an old guy with a green house. Back home we decided to go out again this
time by car and ended up in the ugly commercial center where I used to bike with August to watch movies. After leaving rather soon we ended up taking a nice little walk by the lake. It started to
become more and more sunny and now we are back in the empty apartment, ate some shrimps and might go to the supermarket to get some ice cream. 

I woke up next to sweet Myrthe today. The weather was again terribly cold and cloudy and I also felt rather weak. We left the apartment and drove to the airport where everything went smooth.
We returned the rental car without scratches, and got the two bikes I have packed some days ago on top of the plane. We then ate some Swedish fast food and Myrthe left for the Netherlands
while I spent the entire afternoon working on a rendering of my newly conceived show-room as well as fixing up my thesis. Now it is almost evening and I will check in an hotel room here at the
airport but will later come back up to do some drawings.

Yesterday I have traveled all day by plane, walking up first in a small hotel in Arlanda airport and then going first to London and then off to San Francisco. Throughout the flight I have been
trying to only watch good movies and found some nice selection from the Tribeca film festival. Otherwise people weren't really so talkative but when I landed I got to spend the evening with
Paul, the artist I met in my Frankfurt exhibit. He lives south of San Francisco with his family and they will be hosting me for the coming days. We are actually at the headquarter of all the new
world empires like Google and went out to eat some Mexican yesterday among all the Googlers.

In the capital of the empire, waking up at the very suburb of all the corporations making up all today great power structures here in Mountainview. It was nice to eat breakfast with Paul's kids and
talk to his wife. Later I followed his advice and biked on a creek towards the big corporations. I did not stop to pay homage to them however and took a walk in the heat and the drought by the
bay. It was too warm there and I biked back into town. I then stopped at a Japanese supermarket to chat with sweet Myrthe, eat some sushi and write on my thesis. I also went to downtown later
to stroll but found it to sterile of a Disneyland. On the way back to Paul's house I really was glad not too live in such an inhumanly scaled country.

It was a bit rainy today when I woke up. No one expected it particularly after all these talks about the California drought. Anyway, I had a little bit of cereals with milk together with little Smith
and then got to Skype with August. He told me that Liselott is finally selling her place so it will be harder to see him in the future as they will end up living only in Michael's villa. I took off not
that early today then and made a top at the park to do some tai-chi before reaching Sunnyvale small downtown. Seeing how sterile it was I went forward and  stumble upon the train station. I then
decided to get to San Francisco from there and it was in fact a good choice. Despite the gentle rain I found one of these nice organic supermarkets I used to go to when living in the States. I then
ate some salad there and even got to Skype with Myrthe. In the afternoon I woke through some fancy parts of the downtown to later get drawn into the big China town of the city, getting China
back in my head. Now I am heading back and it is over an hour ride.

I am writing that little Smith is tieing me up with his karate belt. Today it was really nice. To begin with it was cold and gray and I woke up way too early to update my project and contact a few
people to meet in San Francisco. I then started biking all the way to a commercial center to fix a sim card for my phone. I also got fruit, brad and humus and then I sat off to the mountains which
I could see completely lighten by the blue sky. I biked and biked and finally reached the foot of some amazingly dry hill, house of rattle snakes and tics. I than sat off on foot all the way across
the hills and at last turned down in a beautiful path by a stream in the mist of the jungle. There were deers there and exotic birds and I ate at a small farm before been attacked by some vultures I
was trying to film for Back at the parking lot i took my bike, stopped at an organic supermarket and biked and biked back to Paul's place where I heard from a family friend from my
native mountains.

Today I woke up before dusk to check how Myrthe's meeting with the bank went. As we knew she got less money that we need to buy the house. I felt back asleep and woke up that I didn't feel
all that happy. I ate some breakfast with Paul, Tracey and the kiddies and sat off to Stanford. I took the commuter to Palo Alto and then wondered in the campus as if in a long desert to cross.
Eventually I reached the library where I could look into Fuller's Dymaxion Chronofile. Only one of the boxes I have ordered contained the actual chronofile and it was fascinating to look into it
although much of it was correspondence he received and not really so much of him and his thoughts. The nice part of the day was actually spent with Paul DeMarinins, a Stanford art professor I
met several years back at a show. He was very nice to me; took me to his studio and we had a fantastic four hours talk under the shadow of a tree. Amazing how available he was to give me his
time and thoughts and how articulated and well mannered all his arguments were without coming to quick conclusions as I often do. So much to learn from him. I told him a lot about the land I
wish to acquire in order to build my case study and he was such a good listener. Now he drove me back to Palo Alto station and I am waiting for Paul and the kiddies.

A day spent waking up way too early and updating my project to then go back to bed and later leave with Smith and Paul for Santa Cruz. On the way we stopped to see the gigantic red wood
trees despite the fog and the rather chili weather. The scene in Santa Cruz was instead rather different with all the rides and literally only Mexicans and Asians and not the white Americans one
would expect to see. Also the weather was cold but interesting to get in touch with such a culture although I really prefer nature and the hills. On the way back we stopped for a cofee and I had a
salad. Later Smith slept in the car and Paul and I were at last able to talk to each other mostly about business.

Yesterday I finally left Paul's household. I felt a bit of the same feeling I had for my Cambridge neighbours, too stressed with kids and living too much of an artificial life wrapping them in their
big cars to go from one shop to another. I actually felt liberated to get away from such an American regime. As I reached by train downtown San Matteo, it was nice to seat in a café and just
work long hours and concentrated on my exhibition. I was also talking to Jacek on Skype and got a little worry as he seems to be in a saving mode and doesn't even want to take a taxi from the
airport with all the prints we need to exhibit. Anyway I did a good job uploading works and creating QR codes for them also finding out that I will be again in the plenary section this year
presenting the show this time in front of hundreds. As I was wrapping up all of this after days of feeling captivated in the American family I discovered a whole new dimension. Paolo, an old




